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DAVID WILLIAMS-ELLIS - Internationally
Renowned British Sculptor
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David Williams-Ellis is one
of the world’s leading
figurative sculptors, whose
Modern tiles
unique life size, portrait,
www.wallsandfloors.co.uk/tiles
bird and animal sculptures
Discover Our Range of Tiles.
are cast in bronze, silver
Free Delivery - Order Samples!
and glass.
An investigation into the
human
form,
David’s
figures are sometimes
quietly
posed
and
introspective, and at other
times filled with movement
and action. This dichotomy is evident in two of his most famous works:
‘The Leapers’ inside the International Finance Centre (I.F.C.) in
Shanghai, and ‘The Watcher’ commissioned by Swire Properties in
Hong Kong.
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In the process of creating his Silver Salmon (above), one of his most
popular works, his family had to dine off fish cakes for months as he
accumulated a fridge full of whole salmon in his quest for a life-like
representation.
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More recently, David has been commissioned to sculpt an over life size
bronze 125th Anniversary commemorative sculpture of T.E. Lawrence
(“Lawrence of Arabia”). This will be Wales’ first sculpture of Lawrence
to go on display at Snowdon Lodge, Lawrence’s birthplace in
Tremadog, North Wales.
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Many of David’s public and private commissions increasingly stem from
the Far East where, as in the UK, there has been a resurgence in
bronze sculpture and figurative art. He is also seeing an increased
demand in private portrait busts from individuals.
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David’s dream commission would be to create a series of twice lifesized somersaulting figures between two really iconic contemporary
buildings. This is partly inspired from the number of residential
developments springing up South of the River in London. “From a
distance they can appear architecturally quite interesting, however when
you are close-up and in their midst, it can feel just so soulless”, says
David.
“Big architectural projects, with the exception of buildings such as The
Shard (which are sculptures in themselves) require an element of a)
humanizing and b) a sense of identity. Figurative sculpture enables the
viewer or visitor to relate to a place so much more. As individuals, we
generally identify with what we recognize, hence the value of
representational art in an abstract environment. ”
For more information and a gallery of his works visit:
http://www.dwe.com
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In order to write this post or review the author may have tested complimentary
services or goods to ascertain an accurate picture of quality and standards. It is
important for us to declare this so that our readership fully understand that we are
where possible speaking from experience when reviewing a product or service. In
spite of this, we aim to maintain high journalistic standards and provide useful
objective analysis.
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